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An introduction to FBF
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What are the current early warning 
systems 



Why are the  current 
Early Warning Systems (EWS) 
not very effective? 



Working definition of Anticipatory Action 
Anticipatory action; A set of actions taken to prevent or mitigate potential disaster impacts
prior to a shock or before acute impacts are felt. The actions are carried out in anticipation
of a hazard impact and based on a prediction of how the event will unfold. (Chapter 4 World
Disaster Report, 2020)

Forecast-based actions are a type of early action. Forecast-based actions are actions
triggered using climate or other forecasts prior to a shock or before acute impacts are felt

to reduce the impact on vulnerable people and their livelihoods, improve the effectiveness of
emergency preparedness, response and recovery efforts and reduce the humanitarian

burden. (ODI)

Forecast-based Financing (FbF) is a programme that enables access to humanitarian

funding for early action based on in-depth forecast information and risk analysis. (FbF

Manual)



Why do we need 
anticipatory action? 



Anticipatory Action
in the news 



Trends 

Slide(s) with WDR figures 

IFRC, World Disaster Report, 2020



Climate change as a risk magnifier 

“Climate change is increasing not 

just the number of potentially 

deadly weather events but also 

their ferocity . . . 

Existing weather records are being 

broken by new extremes with every 

passing year.” 

by Global Commission on Adaptation



With forecasts,
early actions

can save lives.

When risks are reduced 
before, during and after the 

disaster, people suffer less and 
development gains such as 

health improvement and poverty 
reduction can be protected.



Weather info 
forecasted

Image source: UNMA 



Sudan example 



What do you think are 
key risks that can be 
addressed with 
anticipatory action? 



Key risks include
- Flooding
- Droughts
- Livestock diseases
- Human diseases
- Conflicts, 
-



Understand hazards, exposure, likelihood, vulnerability to 
define priorities 

Warning system building blocks: 



What does FBF look 
like? 



What is needed for Early Warning, Early Action

Analyze the following

•WHO should be part of EWEA decision-making and action-
taking.

•WHAT warning information is available and appropriate for 
the hazard context.

•WHICH actions will the warning information trigger.

•WHEN will the actions will be taken.

•WHO is responsible for taking actions at national, sub-national 
and community level.





Which of the following are anticipatory actions? 



Why do we need 
anticipatory action?
in South Sudan 



In summary: why AA and FBF? 

Because climate change is real. there are many reasons to undertake EWEA,

● Climate and weather information can help anticipate, reduce and 

prepare for changing risks.

● Having effective early warnings, enables early action.

● Taking early action can reduce human suffering and economic losses.

● Taking early action can protect development gains through reducing 

the impact of hazardous events.



Funds and organisations 
involved in FBF 



Implementing FBF 
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DREF

Forecasted
impact

Monitoring of 
Forecasts

If the danger level IS 
exceeded, early actions 

are implemented.

If the danger level IS NOT 
exceeded, monitoring 

continues.

The implementation mechanism: 
9 steps from analysis to activation



FBF in the disaster 
management system
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Key messages 

● FBF can contribute to disaster risk management 

components of IRM

● FBF uses forecasts and risk information to automatically 

trigger predefined actions to reduce disaster impacts 

● Both NGOs, government and International Organizations 

have an important role to play in an anticipatory action 

system 



What is your role in Anticipatory Action?
- CSO?
-Government? 
- Media?


